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ABSTRACT 

In the queueing theory it has been customary to treat 
both the inter-arrival time, say ui' and the service time, 
say si, of the i-th customer as random variables (r.v.'s). 
According to the formal definition, a r.v. is a mapping 
from an abstract space of possible outcomes to a parti
cular Euclidean space. E.g., in the coin tossing problem, 
the abstract space consists of "head" and "tail", while 
the Euclidean space may be a non-negative real line, on 
which "the number of heads shown in n coin tossing" is 
for instance defined. The author uses instead the follow
ing practical interpretation of a r.v. through the assign
ment of probability. When ~ is said to be a r.v., a 
discrete or continuous probability density function, feu), 
is defined over a non-negative real line, and this feu) 
with a total mass of unity represents the possible degree 
of variations of u to be realized. Note that feu) is 
often thought, in the frequency theory, of the idealiza
tion of an observable population (an ensemble) ,denoted by 
{u.},of sample values of ui' In this respect, the author 
as§ociates a r .v. ~ with the notion of an ensemble 
{u

i
}, whereas u

i
' can take on any value in {u

i
}. 

In comparison to the above, the following observation is 
penetrating. If one observes the activities of a given 
service system in progress of time, one can record the 
arrival time, ai' the time of service beginning, bi , and 
the departure t~e, di, of each i-th customer. By defi
nitio~, ui=ai-ai _l , and si=di-bi . These ui and Si 
are s1mply two numoers and are not r.v.'s. One may call 
ui to be "a realization" of a r.v., and in fact ui may 
be thought of a sample value picked out of {ui}' It is 
then logically correct to call ui an unknown fixed num
ber and investigate the uncertainty of such an unknown 
constant ui' For an unknown u and a given interval 
[ul ,u2 ), the probability that the statement "ul ~u~2" is 

satisfied is either one or zero, cf. Neyman [8], Brunk 
[1] p.158, and Kendall and Stuart [5] Vol.2,p.99. There
fore, in rigorousness, one cannot represent the degree of 
certainty of u to be inside [ul,u2) in terms of a 
probability statement based on the probability integral 
of f(u) over [ul ,u2)' Note that this problem arises only 
when one analyzes the queueing phenomenon of a given 
service sytem. The author feels that the intuitive 
appeal of using the probability theory to represent 
the degrees of certainty is incorrect, and that this 
problem must be analyzed through the theory of un
certainty. In this new theory that the author has 
been investigating, the additivity axiom in the 
Kolmogorov's axiomatic system must be replaced by a 
weaker partial ordering. As the result, some of the 
familiar operations of probabiluty calculus may be 
excluded. Its impact on elementary queueing models 
is examined at length in this paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The theory of uncertainty outlined in the abstract 'had 
never been formulated rigorously. Historically speaking, 
Knight[6], an economist, was the first who pointed out 
the problem of uncertainty, whose outcome is uncertain 
but unique (a single realization), as opposed to the 
problem of risk and randomness, whose outcomes are repeti
tive (an ensemble). Over the recent decades of rapid 
development of probability theory and applied probability 
models, such delicate distinctions were often aptly ignored 
and had not been investigated to any depth except Ellsberg 
[2] and Fellner[3]. 

The author recognized this problem in his naive effort of 
understanding an elementary queueing model about ten years 
ago, and produced a radically different queueing model, in 
which the queue size distributions were analyzed in condi
tional subensembles [7]. (This paper contained bad type 
settings and a few typographical errors.) Since then, the 
author has not been active in research of queueing models. 
However, he continued to investigate the logical and math
ematical problem of the uncertainty theory. 

Finally his latest work led to the formulation of an 
axiomatic system, which is weaker than Kolmogorov's. A 
theoretical development of the uncertainty theory is 
complex, and requires the lattice theory instead of the 
set theory. (A lattice is a kind of abstract algebraic 
system with a given partial ordering.) In this paper, 
the axioms are derived in a heuristic manner, and applied 
to queueing models. 

2. A HEURISTIC ARGUMENT OF UNCERTAINTY 

This section is intended for a presentation ' of the uncer
tainty problems in a concise but comprehensive manner 
without rigor. 

Let c denote an unknown constant, and let a,b denote 
a pair of real numbers (a<b). Given a,b, the statement 
"a~c<b" must be either true or false . Suppose one can 
assign a degree of certainty for "a~c<b". Would this 
degree of certainty satisfy the Kolmogorov's axioms? 

For the ease of discussion, first suppose c is a r.v. 
Given the real line R=(_OO,OO), a sufficiently large class, 
say ~, of half-open intervals (called a field) is gene
rated by taking unions, intersections, and complements of 
half-open intervals and members of this class. A proba
bility measure P is assigned with respect to ~ in such 
a way that, for elements A,B of the class 9, Af'\B = cp, 
P(AV B) = peA) + P(B). Suppose A denotes the set of' 
points in [a,b) and B denotes the set of points in 
[d,e) satisfying AI"\B = <p. Since c is present.ly 
assumed to be a r.v., the proportion of times that a vari
able c ' falls into [a,b) is identified to be the set 
function peA) in the frequency interpretation, and like
wise for P(B). Next treat c to be a fixed constant as 
originally imposed. Note that the situation suddenly 
changes. If a~c<b, then the same c cannot satisfy 
d~c<e. If peA) is defined to represent the degree of 
certainty of an unknown but fixed c to satisfy the 
statement "a~c<b", P(B) can no longer be defined for the 
same c to jointly satisfy "d~c<e", except for the tri
vial case of assignning one or zero probabilities. 
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The above problem was recognized by Neyman[8] and the 
concept of confidence interval was formulated based on 
the random covering of a true parameter by random inter
vals designated by sample statistics, see also Brunk, 
and Kendall & Stuart, loco cit. 

Now recognizing that a probability measure P cannot 
be utilized in the statement of the type "a~c<b" for an 
unknown constant c, the properties of the degree of 
certainty may be formalized as follows. Let ai and bi 
denote the i-th pair of numbers such that ai<bi' ai+l~ai' 
and bi~i+l for all i=1,2,... Suppose for some h, 
the statement "~~C<bh" is true. Then, "~~C<bh" is true 

implies "ai,c<bi" is true for all i (i>h). Denote the 
statement "a~~c<bi" by Si. If a degree of certainty, 
denoted by Q~.), is defined for Si's, then for any 
Si+k (k>O), Q(Si+k) must be greater than or equal Q(Si) 
by the nature of certainty. Let Sco denote "_oo<c<co". 
Then, the Q(.) may satisfy the following set of axioms 
with respect to Si's: 

Ql: O~Q(Si)~l for every Si' 

Q2: Q(Si),Q(Si+k) for k>O, 

Q3: Q(Sco) = 1. 

In addition, it becomes necessary to show that Q(.) is 
not a probability measure by introducing 

Q4: If Q(Si) is defined 
defined jointly with 
for the statement D 
[a

i 
,b

i
)" [d,e) = cp. 

for "ai~c<bi'" Q(D) is 
Q(Si) for the same c 
designating "d~c<e" when 

This axiom Q4 effectively rules out the additivity of 
Q( .). 

3. WHAT HAPPENS IN THE UNCETAINTY THEORY 

What is unique in this uncertainty theory is that the 
agument of the Q(.)-function is not a set, but is 
instead a statement Si in the form of "ai~c<bi'" In 
the class of Si's, each Si must be either true or false, 
Si implies Si+k for k>O, and each Si is logically 
incompatible with the statement D defined in Q4. If 
the Si's are replaced by the corresponding sets of 
points Ai = [ai,bi), one can immediately see that this 
derived class of Ai is not quite rich as the familiar 
field~. By applying this translation, i.e., by 
replacing Si by Ai in Ql-Q4, one recognizes that this 
derived set of axioms is considerably weaker than 
that of Kolmogorov. However, this in turn can be 
used for the derivation of an uncertainty model from 
a given probability model. Without rigorousness, 
one can then lead to 

Proposition 1: Given a probability measure P 
defined over a general class ~ of half-open 
intervals, which includes the typical sets Ai= [ai,bi ) 
corresponding to the statements Si or "ai~c<bi'" the 
degree of certainty for Si can be derived by setting 
Q(Si) = P(Ai )· 

The probability measure p(.) is sometimes called a 
non-negative additive set function. Clearly Q(Si) is 
neither a set function, nor an additive function. The 
readers may now realize that we are losing a large 
domain of the familiar probability theory by shifting 
to the uncertainty theory. 

The' above assignment of Q( .) can be augmented. Suppose 
the real line R is divided into n diSjoint int ervals in 
t he form of partition {A!, ... ,A~} , Ai = [ai,bi), . 
a~ = _co, b! = a~+l' and b~ = co. Then, correspondIng to 

each A~, the s t atement Sr in the form of "a~~c<bf' is 
constructed for a single unknown constant c. By construc
tion, these statements are mutual ly exclusive, i.e., if S! 
is true, S! (j~i) is not true. Under such provisions, we 
can still apply the Proposition 1 and assign Q(S~) in terms 
of ~ 

Q(S1)= P(A1 ) · 
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This partition technique will be used in the subsequent 
development. 

The assignment of degree of certainty devised above can be 
generalized to higher dimensional Euclidean space without 
any difficulty. As an example, consider the conversion of 
a two-dimensional probability model of a random vector (x,y) 
in the space of (X,Y) with a probability density f(x,y). As 
before let (c,f) denote an unknown constant vector, for 
which the degree of certainty must be assessed. Two classes 
of statements 

Si: "ai~c<bi" 

Rj l "dj(f<ej " 

can be formed with respect to the individual spaces of X 
and Y. In the uncertainty theory, we are interested 
exclusively in the conjunction of Si and R

j
, denoted by 

Si~RJ' This is in an interesting contrast with the prob
abil~ty theory, in which all the set operations of union, 
intersection, and complement must be considered. By 
generalizing the Proposition I slightly, one can assign 

f(x,y) dydx 

where Ai =[ai,bi ) and Bj = [dj,ej ). It is then also 
possible to define the conditional degree of certainty 

Q(Si IRj) = Q(Si A Rj )/Q(Rj ) 

provided Q(R ) ~ O. Everything so far demonstrated about 
the degree o~ certainty has been consistent with what we 
know of the probability calculus. However, the following 
is not so. 

The partition technique is now used. Let{At, .•. ,A~}, 
{Bt, ... ,B:} be two partitions of X and Y respectively, and 

let S~ and Rj be the statements "a!,c<b!" and "dj::;f<ej" 

respectively each corresponding to the sets A! = [a!,b!) 
and Bj = [dj,ej). By using the above definition 

Q(S!IRj) = Q(8!ARj)/Q(Rj) 

provided Q(Rj)~ O. From this one obtains 

Q(8!ARj) = Q(S1IRj) Q(Rj)' 

Notice that from the mutually exclusiveness of the state
ments S1' sand Rj' s, the conjunctions 81 ARj are also 

mutually exclusive. Because of this, there exist no means 
of deriving Q ( S~) from Q (S~ "R*) , s . The reader s recogni ze 
this as a definite deviati5n f~om the familiar probability 
calculus, in which the probability distributions of lower 
dimensions are always obtained through the computations of 
marginal distributions, e'. g. 

f(x) = JC: f(x,y) dy 

or in its discrete form 

From this one obtains the following: 

Proposition 2: Given partitions {A~, ••. ,A~} of X and 

{B!, ... B:} of Y, the joint and conditional degree of 
uncertainty are obtained . by setting 

Q(8!ARj) = P(A!"Bj) 

Q(Si IRj) = Q(Si 1\ Rj )/Q(Rj) 

for the statements Sr and Rj in the form of "ai~c<br' and 

"dj::;f<ej" for A1 [ai,b!) and Bj = [dj,ej)' However, due 
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to the mutual exclusiveness of S! {\ Rj, no equivalent of 

Q(S!) can be derived from Q(S1f..Rj)' 

This Proposition 2 is an immediate consequence of the 
non-additivity of Q(.). 

4. A TREE STRUCTURE FOR THE M/M/l MODEL 

The potential means of converting the familiar M/M/l 
system model is considered here. 

Suppose the queue size of a given service system is denot 
ed by qo at time to and qk at tk=tO+k~t. Let ~ denote one 

of the three posibilities of "a departure(~=-l)", "no 
changes in queue size (xk=O)", and "an arrival (~=l)", 
which occur over the time span of (t ,tk 1] for any k. 
Under the assumption of the M/M/1 mo&el ~1th the mean 
inter-arrival time (l/A) and mean service time (l/~), one 
obtains the transition probabilities from queue size i to 
j over (tk,tk+l ] as 

(4.1) p(j=i+~li) = r ~~t if ~=-l, 

1 - (A+~)~t if ~=O, 

1 A~t if ~=l 

for sufficiently small ~t. It is then possible to con
struct a tree with each branch corresponding to a possible 
sequence of realizations of xk's, satisfying 

m 
(4.2) ~= qo + L x

k k=l 

This tree structure for (x
l

,x
2

) is shown in Figure 1. Re-

call that, if the arrival time, ai' the service beginning 
time, bi, and the departure time, di , of each i-th customer 
ate recorded, the realized sequence of xk's is uniquely 
representing an unknown m-tuple (xl' .•• ,xm). In this tree 

a realized sequence (xl' .•• ,Xm) corresponds only to a 
single branch. After ' recognizing this fact, one can 
compute the probability that a single realization of 
(xl' ••. ,xm) occurs, which is denoted by 

(4.3) 

where TI(~) = p(i+~li) for every i. Of course, this 

(4.3) is valid only for small values of m and ~t, for which 
the linear approximations of TI(~) are not violated. Once 
TI(xl, ••. ,x) is obtained, this can be readily converted 
into the d~gree of uncertainty Q(xl, ••. ,x

m
) that a single 

realized sequence follows a branch (Xl"" ,xm) of the 

tree. By the Proposition 1, 

Since ~ is determined uniquely from qo'xl , .•. ,xm' it is 
plausible to associate ~ with (4.4) with respect to each 
r~alizable branch (xl"" ,xm). However" one recognizes 
that (4.4) is inconvenient for any purpose of applied 
analysis. this prompts then the necessity of investigat
ing the ensemble approach. 

One method of constructing an ensemble of realizable 
sequences (xl' •.. ,xm) is to stipulate the existence of 
an infinite collection of independently and contemporane
ously operating M/M/l systems of identical structures, all 
of which start with the same initial queue size qo at the 
same time point to' In this collection the proportion of 
the systems having followed a given branch (xl' •.. ,xm) is 
given exactly by TI(xl, .•. ,x

m
). Suppose the proportion of 

the systems with queue size n is denoted by Pn for any 
arbitrary time point t. With respect to this entire 
ensemble of contemporaneously operating systems of identi
cal structures. it is then possible to construct the 

familiar birth-and-death process model in the form of 

(4.5) P 
n 

Observe now the artificiality needed for the introduction 
of the ensemble model. (In the biological problems of 
bacterial population, a good size population of bacteria 
either being born or dying exists like an ensemble.) In 
the above treatment, one recognizes that no such ensembles 
of contemporaneously operating M/M/l service systems can 
exist in real world. 

The second method of constructing an ensemble of realizable 
sequences (xl,""xm) is to segment an observed sequence 
over a long time period into short time segments of length 
~t each, and to treat the collection of the derived seg
ments as if it forms an ensemble. Note in·this construc
tion, only a single segment can be realized over any time 
span of length ~t. However, if such an ensemble can be 
constructed, a probability statement can be. made with 
respect to ~ using (4.2). Treat the xk's as independently 
and identically distributed random variables with the 
probability distribution TI(~). Then, one can obtain the 
probability distribution of the sum sm = xl+",+xm' i.e. 

m 
(4.6) p(s ) = L II TI(~) 

m * k=l 

where the summation (*) is taken over all m-tuples 
(Xl'.··,Xm) satisfying sm = ~+",+xm' From this p(sm)' 
it is possible to find the upper and lower bounds of Srn, 
denoted by ~m and sm respectively, satisfying 

(4.7) 

Given this probability model, (4.7) can be readily convert
ed into the statement on the degree of certainty of ~,i.e. 

(4.8) 

What we have accomplished here is the introduction of a 
lower level probability model, which can be converted into 
an uncertainty model upon the recognition of inability of 
using the birth-and-death process model. 

5. AN M/G/l UNCERTAINTY MODEL 

In the earlier work [7] the author attempted to show that 
the so-called steady state queue size distribution may 
never be reached if a given M/G/l service system is 
operated infinitely long. The reason for analyzing 
conditional queue size distributions given subensembles 
can be clarified using the uncertainty theory. 

Suppose each service time takes on discrete values (by 
truncation), sk' for the k-th customer, and suppose the 
queue size observed at his departure time is qk' For 
a given service system, only a single observable sequence 
{qk,sk;k=1,2, ... } is realized. The transition probability 
of queue sizes from i to j after a customer spends a 
service time of length s is defined under the M/G/l 
assumption by 

{

e-As(AS)j_i+l/(j_i+l)! 

Pij(s) = e-AS(As)j/j! 

o 

if i#O and j~i-l 

if i=O for all j 

otherwise 

for i,j=O,1,2, .•• Clearly, Pij(s) ~O, and L Pij(s) = 1 
o 0 0 j 

for any s. Let qo = (qo' ql' q2"" ) denote the initial 
queue size distribution at the initial time to' Then, the 
conditional queue size distribution at the departure time 
of the n-th customer after to given (5

1
, ••• ,sn) is computed 
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in the matrix form by 
n 

K(Sl,···,sn) = qo 11 P(sk) 
k=l 

where p(s) = (Pij(s);i,j=0,1,2, ••• ) is the conditional 

transition matrix given s. Suppose q~ = 1, q~ = 0 for 

j~i at to' Let Ki(sl, ••• ,sn) denote the conditional queue 

size distribution given qO=i and (sl, ••• ,sn)' The mean 
and variance of ~ in the conditional queue size distribu
tion Ki(sl"" ,sn' may be obtained using the following 

technique. Define two vectors 

x = (0,1,2,3,4, ••• )' 

x2 = (0,1,4,9,16, ... )' 

where the prime denotes the transpose of a given matrix. 
Then, 

E(~l i,sl, .. ·,sn) 

E(~2Ii,sl,···,sn) 
2 or x • Let y denote either x Then, since 

(5.5) 
n 
[~!l P(sk)] y = (KO(sl, .. ·,sn)y, Kl(sl, .. ·sn)y,,;,)', 

the desired conditional first and second moments of ~ 
in (5.3) and (5.4) can be obte,ined as the i-th element of 
.(5.5). It can be shown that, cf. [7], 

n n 
(5.6) [11 P(sk)] x 

k=l 
x + ( t Rk - n) ~ + 

k=l 

j n-l 
..• + 11 P(sk) + ..• + 11 P(sk)] n 

k=l k=l 

where ~ = ( 1 ,1,1 ,1 , ••• )', n = (1,0,0,0, ••• )', and lis 
the identity matrix. Similarly, 

n 
x

2 
+ 2(A t sk - n) x + 

k=l 

n n 2 
[A t sk + (A t sk -n) ] ~ 

k=l k=l 

n 
+ 2[ ( A t 

k=l 

n-l 1 
s -n...l)I + (A L sk -(n-l)+=2)P(sl) 
k 2 k=l 

n-2 
+ (ASl + AS - 1) 11 P(sk) 

2 2 k=l 

1 n-l 
+ ( As l - '2) II p ( sk ) ] n . 

k=l 

Note t hat both mean and second moment of ~ in t he 
conditional dist ribution Ki(sl "",sn) ar e functions of 

(Sl , ... , sn) and vary cons iderably bet ween different 

n- t uples of (sl , ... sn) ' The case in which sk t akes on 
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only two values a or b is illustrated for n=2 in Figure 2. 

In the above we showed that Ki(sl, ••• ,sn) are never to 
converge to any specific queue size di'stribution as n 
approaches infinity for any n-tuples (sl, .•• ,sn)' If 
Ki(sl, ... ,sn) is actually computed, then it is possible 

to find co~ditional lower and upper bounds of qn' denoted 
by ~ and ~, such that 

This probability statement on Ki(sl, ••. ,sn) can be convert
ed into the statement of the degree of certainty in the 
form of 

It is now necessary to examine the ensemble approach • 
Subject to the same kind of refutations as already seen 
in the case of M/M/l model, and somewhat worse, noting 
that the departure time of the n-th customer 

n 
t n= t o+ L sk not being equal for different (sl, ..• ,sn)' 

one may still insist on stipulating an ensemble model. 
Suppose an ensemble is constructed from sequences of 
{qk,sk;k=1,2, ••• } despite of the time non-coincidence of 
tk's. The ratio of such sequences following the branch 
of conditional queue size distribution Ki(sl, ••. ,sn) is 
given by 

(5.10) 
n 

n(sl, •.• ,sn) = 11 f(sk) 
k=l 

where f(s) is the probability distribution of service time 
s. The result of embedded Markov chain model by D. G. 
Kendall [4] can be derived by averaging the conditional 
queue size distributions, i.e., 

~ K{(sl,···,sn) n(sl,···,sn) 
sI"" ,sn ... 

n 
qo P where P 

If one recognizes that qk's and SkIS of a given service 
system are observable numerical unknowns in analyzing a 
single sequence {qk,sk;k=1,2, .•. }, both Ki(Sl, •.• ,sn) are 
considered to be the degrees of certainty for the parti
tioned sets of qn and (Sl, ... ,sn) by the Proposition 1. I 
In particular, Ki(Sl, .•. ,Sn) is a conditional degree of 
certainty of qn given (sl, •.. ,sn)' From the Proposition 2, 
it now becomes clear that in the uncertainty theory there 
exist no means of deriving the degree of certainty for qn" 

6. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

The products of transition matrices P(Sk) are computed for 
the case A=l, Sk=O.l or 1 to show the general tendency of 
non-convergence. 

(,9
01 .094 .005 .000 

. .. ) .901 .094 .005 .000 ... 
P( O. l )P(O. l ) = .819 .164 .016 .001 

0 .819 .164 .016 
0 0 .819 .164 
0 0 0 .819 

• 
• 

• 
• 
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P(O.l)P(l) 

P(l)P(O.l) 

P(l)P(l) 

.366 

.333 
o 
o 
o (

' .366 

.666 

.333 
o 
o 
o (

.666 

.271 

.271 

.135 
o 
o 
o 

.368 

.368 

.366 

.333 
o 
o 

.233 

.233 

.366 

.333 
o 
o 

.338 

.338 

.271 

.135 
o 
o 

.194 

.194 

.201 

.366 

.333 
o 

.075 

.075 

.201 

.366 

.333 
o 

.226 

.226 

.271 

.271 

.135 
o 

.062 

.062 

.074 

.201 

.366 

.333 

.020 

.020 

.074 

.201 

.366 

.333 

.107 

.107 

.180 

.271 

.271 

.135 

... ... ) 

.. . ... ) 

... .... ) 

The conditional queue size distribution Ki (sl,S2) is 
obtained from the i-th row of the P(Sl)P(s2)' The heter
geneity between 2n different conditional queue size dist
ributions becomes more pronounced as n increases. 

t=to 

t=tO+sl 

t=t
O

+sl +s2 

Figure 1. The tree structure of the queue size 
changes i~ an M/M/l model 
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